
TRASHionals 12 
Round 10 
Toss-Ups 

1. It was originally intended by producers and songwriters the Neptunes to be included on Michael Jackson's failed 
comeback album Invincible; ironically enough, a live version that excised the beatbox breakdown and replaced parts 
originally sung by Vanessa Marquez with vocals from Michael's kid sister became quite well-known. The sixth track and 
third single from the album Justified, this is, for ten points, what 2003 top five hit for Justin Timberlake, whose line "I'm 
gonna have you naked by the end of this song" is now best known as the soundtrack to the infamous "wardrobe 
malfunction" of the Super Bowl XXXVIII [38] halftime show. 

Answer: Rock Your Body 

2. [AUDIO] For ten points, name the 21st century television series that used this theme music: [Track #36] 

Answer: The OC [The song is "California" by Phantom Planet] 

3. He is now a middle school teacher in his hometown, and he's successfully controlling a thyroid problem that helped his 
weight go north of 300 pounds. His pro career never took off after short stints with Boston and Cleveland, so he's best 
remembered for his NCAA tournament performances. In 2005 he hit a clutch three and two late field goals against Texas 
Tech to get to the Elite Eight, where his team lost in overtime to Louisville. In 2006, his team made the Sweet Sixteen, 
with his late three almost getting his team into overtime against Texas, who won on a three at the buzzer. A 
forward/center described by Kelvin Samspon as "a two guard who grew to 6-11," name, for ten points, this former West 
Virginia standout known for his long-range shooting and his odd last name. 

Answer: Kevin Pittsnogle 

4. This genre's popularity can be partially attributed to a 2007 release by Paul Preece that was named Game of The Year 
by MTV Multiplayer. Other titles in this genre involve monkeys destroying balloons and combining gems with magic. 
Further examples include Ninjatown on the Nintendo DS and PixelJunk Monsters on the PlayStation 3, while a Final 
Fantasy-themed game in this genre involves protecting crystals. The aforementioned 2007 game of this kind takes place 
on a literal desktop. For ten points, name this subgenre of real-time strategy games in which players attack enemies 
moving along a path by placing down various forms of the title object. 

Answer: tower defense (prompt on real-time strategy before mentioned) 

5. This actor's scenes as the older Rawdy Crawley were cut from the theatrical release of Mira Nair's Vanity Fair. He 
played a young man who invites the author of a book called It's Not Your Fault to live with his family in How to Be and 
can be seen as Salvador Dali in Little Ashes. A more famous character of his jointly wins the Triwizard Cup before 
meeting an untimely end at the hands of Wormtail. An even more famous character he portrays lives in Forks, 
Washington, and despite being born in 1901 romances the daughter of a local police chief, Isabella Swan. For ten points, 
name this young man best known as Cedric Diggory in the Harry Potter franchise and Edward Cullen in the vampiric 
saga Twilight. 

Answer: Robert Pattinson 

6. Two shows in one, the plot of one is set off when a woman whose legs are kept from going on forever by the floor hires 
a private detective to track down her missing step-daughter, Mallory Kingsley. In the real world, Buddy Fidler's ego is 
interfering with the transition of novel to film, and the author is left alone after his wife Gabby goes returns to New York. 
On set, Mallory later appears naked in the PI's bed after he's beat up by two hoodlums, prompting him to remark that "For 
a missing girl, there was not a whole lot missing." Featuring such songs as "Double Talk," "Lost and Found" and "Funny," 
name, for ten points, this Coleman and Zippel musical in which Detective Stone is the film-noir counterpart to Stine, who 
sing to each other "You're Nothing Without Me." 

Answer: City of Angels 



7. When he first came to America he enjoyed a nice meal and a good pipe during his first night's stay. During his first stay 
in an American hospital he accidentally found the ether and needed a shower to be awoken. In the United Kingdom, he 
was originally known as Zozo, to avoid insulting the King. In a 1957 story he became the first creature in space; but later 
needed to go to the hospital to have a puzzle piece removed from his esophagus, a story that benefited the Children's 
Hospital of Boston. Now the star of a PBS Kids program and a 2006 film, for ten points, name this mischievous creation 
of World War 2 refugees Hans and Margret Rey who lives with the man with the yellow hat. 

Answer: Curious George 

8. This man narrated the notorious British PSA The Spirit of Dark and Lonely Water. He played a milquetoast with a hot 
young wife held hostage by gangsters in Roman Polanski's Cul-de-Sac; more sinister roles include Himmler in The Eagle 
Has Landed, Deranian in Escape to Witch Mountain, the treacherous Dr. Michaels in Fantastic Voyage, and Satan in The 
Greatest Story Ever Told. He had a rare sympathetic turn as blind forger Colin Blythe in The Great Escape, while one of 
his two most famous characters tells a sheriff, "Death has come to your little town" and shoots an antagonist whose body 
then disappears, while the other strokes a Persian cat and plots world domination from a secret lair hidden in a volcano. 
For ten points, name this British character actor best known as Dr. Loomis from the Halloween series and Ernst Stavro 
Blofeld in You Only Live Twice. 

Answer: Donald Pleasance 

9. Andrew Davidson's debut novel named after one of these details the relationship between a burned porn star and a 
mysterious sculptor. In 4th Edition, these creatures now have a higher-level counterpart called a Nabassu which has the 
Bloodfire Gaze aura, while in earlier editions they had aquatic cousins called the Kapoacinth. A pedestal in the shape of 
one of these held the genie's lamp in an episode of Shelley Duvall's Fairytale Theatre, while in episode XV of Samurai 
Jack, one captures a wish-granting fairy but is smashed to pieces before imparting the magic words to free it from its 
prison. Also the characters voiced by Jason Alexander, Charles Kimbrough and Mary Wickles named Hugo, Victor and 
Laverne in a 1996 Disney film, name, for ten points, these grotesque statues designed with spouts that move water off of 
buildings. 

Answer: Gargoyle 

10. There are records indicating its use in the 1500s, but it took its current form starting with Andrew Robinson's work in 
1850, Old Tom Morris' extending it to regulation length some 20 years later, and James Braid's extensive renovations in 
1926. Tommy Armour won the first of the seven major events it has hosted, doing so in 1931. It is known for its difficult 
play, most ably displayed in 1999, when Sergio Garcia shot rounds of 83 and 89 to miss the cut, and Paul Lawrie won a 
major in a playoff after what might be modern golf's most notorious meltdown. Most recently host to the British Open in 
2007, name, for ten points, this Scottish links course that saw Jean Van de Velde triple bogey the 18th hole to blow a three 
shot lead and his chance at a major. 

Answer: Carnoustie 

11. In Italian, Popeye the sailor is known as Braccio di ferro, which means this. Notable competitors have included John 
Brzenk, Alexey Voevoda, and Allen Fisher, who has 25 world championships. Techniques used in high-level play include 
the Top Roll, which is an inside system the Hook, an outside system, and the Strap technique. Travis Bagent is the best 
lefty. Turning the shoulders is generally recommended for safety reasons. Contested at tournaments like Gladiator's Night 
and the Harley Pull, for ten points, name this sport fictionalized in the book Pullers and the movie Over the Top. 

Answer: Arm Wrestling 



12. Its Middle-East themed cover art was adapted from that of the rare U.K.-only single "Fire In Cairo." The U.S. album 
removed three songs and add five others, including the title track single, from the original U.K. form, entitled Three 
Imaginary Boys. In Homestar Runner cartoons, a poster for this album appears on Strong Sad's wall. Other singles from it 
included "10:15 Saturday Night," "Jumping Someone Else's Train," and "Killing An Arab." A cover of the title cut by 
Nathan Larson appears in the 1999 film of the same name, while the original version was featured in the quizbowl-themed 
film Starter for 10 as well as The Wedding Singer. For ten points, name this international debut album by The Cure, which 
shares its name with a one-off mid-1980s band who had a hit with "I Wanna Be A Cowboy" and the Oscar-winning film 
in which a transgendered murder victim was played by Hilary Swank. 

Answer: Boys Don't Cry 

13. One character on this series habitually steals coffee creamer. Another receives an award for allowing himself to be 
frozen. Jonathan Slavin and Malcolm Barrett play bickering scientists Phil and Lem, who work under the ruthless 
Veronica, while the protagonist refuses to get involved with co-worker Linda both out of concern for his daughter and 
because he's already used up his "office affair." All this intrigue occurs at Veridian Dynamics, a research-and-
development firm with corporate slogans like "Food. Yum." For ten points, name this ABC sitcom starring Jay Harrington 
and Portia de Rossi. 

Answer: Better Off Ted 

14. Originally written in 1991, it first appeared on a little-known debut album called "I've Suffered A Head Injury." A 
reworked version recorded in 1996 became the second single from the album Villains. At one point, its composer claimed 
to have based this song on overheard bits and pieces of a party conversation; it was later disclosed that, although there was 
no suicide, that the girl in the song was writer Brian Vander Ark's then-girlfriend, who had an abortion. For ten points, 
name this 90's hit ballad, in which multiple are people are "guilt stricken, sobbing, with [their] heads on the floor," the 
biggest hit for The Verve Pipe. 

Answer: The Freshmen 

15. A title card at the end of the film he appears in states that this character "prospered in dry goods" in San Francisco. 
After his wife dies of smallpox, he settles on a farm outside of Big Whiskey until visited by The Schofield Kid, to whom 
he says, "It's a hell of a thing, killin' a man." He goes to see Sally Two Trees and his old partner, Ned Logan, and after 
Ned's death he guns down the unarmed Skinny and scares away Beauchamp before telling Bill Daggett, "'Deserves' got 
nothing to do with it" and finishing him off. For ten points, name this gunslinger portrayed by Clint Eastwood in 
Unforgiven. 

Answer: William Munny (accept either underlined name) 

16. She has embarked on a new career as a strip club personality following the release of a pay-per-view adult film in 
January 2009. She has been married since 2003, albeit with a six-month separation from her husband in 2007 following a 
sex-tape scandal. She has worked as in journalism, with an award-winning weekly column in the Long Island Press and as 
campaigner for prisoners' rights. Her own seven-year stint in prison ended with her parole in 1999. She owes her notoriety 
to a sexual affair that began in 1991 that ultimately inspired three different made-for-TV movies. For ten points, name this 
now 34-year old woman who shot Mary Jo Buttafuoco, the wife of her then paramour Joey, the notorious "Long Island 
Lolita." 

Answer: Amy Elizabeth Fisher 



17. A native of Racine, he worked at Lawrence Livermore labs for 12 years before becoming a full-time writer. Ai! 
Pedrito, expanded material from L. Ron Hubbard, and the first book of the Terra Incognia series, The Edge of the World, 
is due out in June. Holding the world record for "Largest Single Author Signing," this author's original works include 
Resurrection, Inc, Blindfold, and Hopscotch, as well as the Gameearth trilogy. He wrote 3 X-Files books, StarCraft: 
Shadow of the Xel-Naga, and a sequel to Fantastic Voyage. For ten points, name this author of the Saga of Seven Suns 
series and the Last Days of Krypton, best known for his 11 dune novels, co-written with Brian Herbert, and his 23 Star 
Wars tie-in novels. 

Answer: Kevin J. Anderson 

18. The winner of the 1983 Clemente Award, this Texas native attended Prairie View A&M before being drafted by the 
Red Sox in 1968. He was sent in a December 1976 trade that brought George Scott and Bernie Carbo back to Boston, a 
lopsided deal that saw Scott and Carbo out of baseball by 1980. His breakout 1980 season when he hit .352 was 
overshadowed as it coincided with George Brett's flirtation with .400 and PreparationH. Two years later, he won a Silver 
Slugger award as part of the A.L. Champion Brewers team that failed to beat the Cardinals in the World Series. For ten 
points, name this former Milwaukee first-baseman who took over from Phil Garner as manager of the Astros in late 2007. 

Answer: Cecil Cooper 

19. Before Tina Fey, this woman was the last female cast member to co-anchor "Weekend Update" on SNL. Seen 
defending sweatpants in a 2007 viral video, her 2009 TV appearances include singing "What I Did for Love" on The 
Colbert Report and playing Aunt Amy on Samantha Who. Earlier, she had the title role in the short-lived Rachel Gunn, 
R.N. and played soprano Caterina Cavalieri in Amadeus. For ten points, name this stage veteran who may be best known 
for her Tony-winning performances in 42nd Street and as both "Big Edie" and "Little Edie" in the musical Grey Gardens. 

Answer: Christine Ebersole 

20. He finished fourth in Heisman Trophy voting in 1996, with his school supporting his campaign with magnets that 
looked like pancakes. The first player drafted number one overall at his position since Ron Yary in 1968, he would start 
nine games his rookie year, and then start every game from 1998 to 2005 save the 2002 season, though he made one of his 
seven Pro Bowl teams that year. Injuries mounted - a torn triceps ended his 2006 season, and a back injury put him out for 
all of 2007 - and while he returned to action in 2008, he was released and later signed by the Chicago Bears. A past 
Outland and two-time Lombardi Award winner name, for ten points, this stalwart offensive tackle who won a Super Bowl 
ring with the St. Louis Rams. 

Answer: Orlando Pace 

21. The protagonist of this film tells her son a story about a girl who sees a ghost ship and hears mysterious singing, then 
discovers that he is faking polio symptoms. This causes her to run to Corrado Zeller, an engineer on his way to Patagonia, 
and have sex in his hotel room. She finally ends up on a pier trying to communicate her despair to a Turkish sailor who 
doesn't understand a word of it. Shot in the industrial city of Ravenna, this movie is remembered for its imagery of 
factories and pollution, and for the fact that even natural scenery was painted to convey the strangeness of urban 
landscapes. For ten points, name this 1964 drama of alienation starring Richard Harris and Monica Vitti, the first color 
film of Michelangelo Antonioni. 

Answer: Red Desert or Il deserto rosso 



TRASHionals 12 
Round 10 
Bonuses 

1. Answer the following questions about Charlie Brown's loyal dog Snoopy for the stated number of points. 

1. [5] Snoopy's most frequent companion was this bird, initially introduced to the strip in 1967 but not named until 
1970. 
Answer: Woodstock  

2. [10] This site was Snoopy's birthplace. 
Answer: Daisy Hill Puppy Farm  

3. [5-5-5] Snoopy had a total of eight known siblings. Name any three for 5 points each. 
Answer: Andy Marbles Olaf Spike Belle Marbles Molly Rover  

2. For ten points each, given the 2009 regular season champion from a NCAA division I men's basketball conference, 
name the team that upended them in their conference tournament. 

1. North Carolina 
Answer: Florida State University  

2. Kansas 
Answer: Baylor University  

3. Washington 
Answer: Arizona State University  

3. Although Mike Myers and Paris Hilton were certainly worthy "winners," splitting the vote at the 2009 Golden 
Raspberry Awards might have cost these actors the bottom prize. For ten points each: 

1. The Razzies "honored" this actor with a nod for his work in The Happening and Max Payne. 
Answer: Mark Wahlberg (prompt on "Wahlberg")  

2. This screen icon was nominated for Worst Actor for 88 Minutes and Righteous Kill. He and his Righteous Kill co-
star were the subjects of the MadTV parody "Phoning It In." 
Answer: Al Pacino  

3. This co-star of Pacino's in 88 Minutes also had her chances at winning Worst Supporting Actress diminished by 
her shared nomination for In the Name of the King: A Dungeon Siege Tale. 
Answer: Leelee Sobieski  

4. He wrote, directed and has a cameo appearance in Nothing to Lose. For ten points each: 

1. Identify this comedian probably best known for his work with Jim Carrey and his Thumbmation shorts. 
Answer: Steve Oedekerk  

2. This spoof of martial arts films was written and directed by Oedekerk, who also portrayed the Chosen One in his 
struggles against Master Pain, aka Betty. 
Answer: Kung Pao: Enter the Fist  

3. One of Oedekerk's earliest television appearances was on a television show within a television show in 1989 when 
he defeated this comic to the chagrin of his extended family. 
Answer: Joey  



5. Brands of cigarettes, for ten points each. 

1. An alleged secret anti-Semitic message can be read if you turn a pack of these upside-down. It appears to actually 
say "ojoqljeW." 
Answer: Marlboro  

2. Commonly mentioned in fiction from the early 20th century is this British brand of unfiltered cigarettes produced 
by W. D. & H. O. Wills popular with the young Beatles, George Orwell, and soldiers in both World Wars. 
Answer: Woodbine  

3. This tobacco company got in trouble with the American Medical Association in 1991 when Joe Camel was more 
recognizable among 3-6 year olds than Barbie, Bugs Bunny, Fred Flintstone or Mickey Mouse. 
Answer: R. J. Reynolds Tobacco  

6. "Bizarre Love Triangle" is not just the title of a New Order song. Answer the following questions about the real-life 
bizarre love triangle from reality TV for five points per correct first name. 

1. Three answers required. This most recent Bachelor contestant had a change of heart and dumped this winner not 
long after taping ended, deciding that this runner-up would make a more suitable match. As a consolation prize of 
sorts, the woman scorned got to have a few more minutes of fleeting fame via an appearance on Dancing With 
The Stars. 
Answer: Jason Mesnick, Melissa Rycroft, Molly Malaney  

2. Jason isn't the first Bachelor to give the runner-up a try after finding the winner lacking in something, though he 
may be the first to change his mind that quickly. This wanna-be Italian prince from Season 9 dated runner-up 
Sadie Murray after his relationship with winner Jennifer Wilson ended. 
Answer: Lorenzo Borghese  

3. In general, the Bachelor/Bachelorette franchise doesn't have a good record, being 1-for-17 in producing 
sanctioned-by-ABC nuptials. For 5 points each, name the lucky lovebirds from Season 1 of The Bachelorette. 
Answer: Trista Rehn and Ryan Sutter  

7. Answer the following questions relating to one of the most embarrassing album covers of all time, Orleans' 1976 LP 
Waking and Dreaming, for ten points each. 

1. Side Two of Waking and Dreaming opens with this song, the biggest hit of Orleans' career. The tune made 
headlines again in 2004 when the Bush re-election campaign used it as theme music, to which the songwriter, that 
guy in the middle there, who happened to be a longtime liberal activist, vociferously objected. 
Answer: "Still The One"  

2. About that guy in the middle, who co-wrote and sang "Still The One,",eventually ditched the beard and was 
apparently ticked off enough at Bush to run for Congress in 2006. A Democrat, he's now serving his second term 
representing New York State's 19th Congressional district. As far as we know, he's never been asked what exactly 
he was looking at in that photo. 
Answer: John Hall  

3. Hall also wrote Orleans' other major hit, which he sang with Stephen Colbert on a 2006 appearance on the Colbert 
Report. 
Answer: Dance With Me  

8. There's a new team in the MLS this year, but it's an established name in US soccer. For ten points each: 

1. Name this team, which had same-named forerunners in the USL and NASL. 
Answer: Seattle Sounders  

2. The Sounders have several Washingtonians on its roster, most notably this veteran national team goalie, who 
spent last season in the EPL with Fulham. 
Answer: Kasey Keller  

3. The Sounders have a 53 piece band that plays during games, the brainchild of this comedian and game show host, 
who has followed the national team as a photographer and is a minority owner of the Sounders. 
Answer: Drew Carey  



9. Answer the following about Nintendo's gustatory wonder, Kirby, for ten points each. 

1. Kirby calls this world his home. It lends its name to the first game in the series. 
Answer: Dream Land  

2. An Ultra version of this Kirby Super NES title appeared on the DS last year. It boasted eight different games on 
the cart, including the mini-games Samurai Kirby and Megaton Punch. 
Answer: Kirby Super Star  

3. While Meta-Knight appears as a villain in one of Super Star's games, this entry in the series sees Kirby assisting 
Meta Knight after a dark version of the former enemy emerges victorious in battle. 
Answer: Kirby and the Amazing Mirror  

10. Everybody loves cake (unless you're one of those weird pie people). For ten points each: 

1. Obtained through the milling of uranium ore, this concentrated uranium oxide is the precursor to most fuel used in 
nuclear reactors. 
Answer: Yellowcake  

2. Featuring then-drummer Todd Roper, this 1996 CAKE album features tracks such as "Stickshifts and 
Safetybelts," "Race Car Ya-Yas" and "The Distance." 
Answer: Fashion Nugget  

3. The fictitious dangers of the drug known as cake as presented on this series of satirical documentaries in the 
United Kingdom were convincing enough to make a member of Parliament ask about it in session. 
Answer: Brass Eye  

11. [AUDIO] TWO ANSWERS PER PART. For five points each, name the doo wop classic and the act performing it: 

1. [Track #37] 
Answer: "Earth Angel" by the Penguins  

2. [Track #38] 
Answer: "Charlie Brown" by the Coasters  

3. [Track #39] 
Answer: "16 Candles" by the Crests  

12. The BBC serial State of Play launched many of its players - like John Simm, David Morissey, Bill Nighy, and James 
McAvoy - to stardom. For ten points each, answer these questions about cast members who went on to regular series 
roles. 

1. Polly Walker, who played Anne Collins, went on to appear as Atia on this high-budget HBO series set during 
classical times. 
Answer: Rome  

2. Philip Glenister, who played DCI Bell, is now identified with this other police inspector, an iconic opponent of 
political correctness whom he has portrayed on Life on Mars and Ashes to Ashes. 
Answer: Gene Hunt (accept either underlined name)  

3. Marc Warren, who played Dominic Foy, appeared as Danny Blue on this series about con artists. Philip 
Glenister's brother Robert is also in it, as Ash "Three Socks" Morgan, while Adrian Lester stars as Mickey Bricks 
and Jaime Murray and Robert Vaughn round out the main cast. 
Answer: Hustle  



13. For ten points each, name these men lucky enough to play Nicole Kidman's husband onscreen. 

1. This man's character in To Die For was actually quite unlucky, as Kidman seduced some high school students into 
bumping him off in order to advance her career. 
Answer: Matt Dillon  

2. This New Zealand-raised star of Jurassic Park played Kidman's husband in Dead Calm; she is forced to sleep 
with a psychotic intruder played by Billy Zane when he fails to protect her. 
Answer: Sam Neill  

3. This Tony-winning actor who played Thomas Jefferson in the John Adams miniseries and Merlin in King Arthur 
was Leonard Woolf opposite Kidman's Oscar-winning turn as Virginia Woolf in The Hours. 
Answer: Stephen Dillane  

14. Answer the following about a literally inflammatory article about the financial crisis. 

1. People regularly burn their SUVs for their insurance money, geothermally heated showers burn people to death 
every year, and searches for elves disrupt building schedules in which country, according to an article entitled 
"Wall Street on the Tundra"? 
Answer: Iceland  

2. This financial writer and author of Moneyball and Liar's Poker wrote "Wall Street on the Tundra". 
Answer: Michael Lewis  

3. Lewis' article appeared in this Conde Nast publication, which also published the article outing Deep Throat in 
2005. 
Answer: Vanity Fair  

15. This year marked the first time that two players hit home runs from both sides of the plate in their team's Opening Day 
game. For ten points each: 

1. Name the two Arizona Diamondbacks players who achieved this feat against the Rockies. 
Answer: Felipe Lopez, Tony Clark  

2. Lopez became the first player to hit homers from both sides of the plate in his first game with his new team since 
this man, who did so in his debut with Seattle in 2005, a 5-1 win over the Twins. 
Answer: Richie Sexson  

16. Though you may think that even the crack staff at TRASH might not be able to write a 3-part bonus about white 
rappers even more wack than Vanilla Ice...we've done it. And we didn't wait for Joaquin Phoenix's album to drop either. 
Name them from clues for ten points each. 

1. Consisting of Violent J and Shaggy 2 Dope, this duo is more famous for their goofy makeup, spraying soda on the 
audience at concerts, and a legion of crazed fans known as "juggalos" than for their music. The closest things to 
hits in their catalog are the holiday novelty "Santa's A Fat Bitch" and "Fuck The World," famously performed at 
the Woodstock '99 debacle. 
Answer: Insane Clown Posse or ICP  

2. This actor and wanna-be rappper released the album One Stop Carnival in 1996. The AllMusicGuide review 
suggests the album would have better if rapped "in character as David Silver, dropping science about why that 
bitch Donna Martin won't put out and shit." 
Answer: Brian Austin Green  

3. The latest heinous pale-faced crime against hip-hop comes courtesy of this local product of West Chester 
University. In his unfortunate hit "I Love College," we hear him attempt to rhyme "Beer pong" with "Allen 
Iverson" and the line "Time isn't wasted when you're getting wasted." 
Answer: Asher Roth  



17. Not every female Korean character on TV can be played by Bobby Lee - just 90% of them. For ten points each: 

1. Korean actress Yunjin Kim plays this character on Lost. 
Answer: Sun-Hwa Kwon or Paik  

2. Grace Park just got done playing Sharon, or Boomer, or Athena, or something, on Battlestar Galactica. What was 
her Cylon model number? 
Answer: Number Eight  

3. Smith Cho plays this multilingual office administrator on NBC's Knight Rider. 
Answer: Zoe Chae (accept either underlined name)  

18. The Warhammer universe is getting a big boost in popularity after recent computer titles. Answer the following about 
it. 

1. The original Warhammer game was produced by this British company, whose stores are ubiquitous throughout 
Britain. 
Answer: Games Workshop  

2. This race of cowardly ratmen thrives in the Warhammer setting; they also appeared in the Blood Bowl game. 
Answer: Skaven  

3. Warhammer was adapted to the far future with this ruleset, named after the year the action takes place. 
Answer: Warhammer 40,000 or Warhammer 40K  

19. Answer the following about some of the characters of the new "Man of a Thousand Voices," Maurice LaMarche, for 
ten points each. 

1. Lamarche is perhaps best known for voicing this lab mouse, both on Animaniacs and on a spin-off dedicated to 
him and his dim-witted sidekick. 
Answer: The Brain  

2. Lamarche is also known for being the voice of several characters on Futurama, including this alien news anchor 
who occasionally hints at his species' planned brutal conquest of humanity while on the air. 
Answer: Morbo  

3. Lamarche's first voice-over work was as this character on the original 1983-86 run of the Inspector Gadget 
cartoon series, though he would serve as the voice of the title character in later incarnations of the series. 
Answer: Chief Quimby  

20. The downside to effective advertising and large market shares is the possibility of a genericized trademark. For ten 
points each: 

1. This Johnson & Johnson product changed its jingle by adding the word "brand" because everyone was "stuck on" 
using it to refer to all adhesive bandages. 
Answer: Band-Aid  

2. In 1994, Burke International registered this type of tea as a trademark, which was met with backlash once it 
started gaining popularity and eventually overturned in 2005. 
Answer: Rooibos  

3. In a landmark 1921 ruling, Learned Hand declared that Bayer's brand name for these acetylsalicylic acid tablets 
was genericized. 
Answer: Aspirin  



21. Never hurts to plan ahead - for ten points each, answer these questions about venues for the 2012 London Olympics. 

1. Gymnastics and the basketball final will be held here, though it will be known as North Greenwich Center 1. It 
was originally built for London's year 2000 celebrations, but lost nearly 400 million pounds when it pulled in only 
half of its expected 12 million visitors. 
Answer: 02 Arena or Millennium Dome  

2. This home of the Speaker's Corner and site of the 1851 Great Exhibition will be the site for triathlon. 
Answer: Hyde Park  

3. This public school, alma mater of Princes William and Harry, will deign to allow the Olympics to use its lake for 
rowing and canoe/kayak flatwater racing. 
Answer: Eton College  

22. Answer the following questions about a famed guitarist and songwriter, for ten points each. 

1. Though he is also known for the scores for films like Comfort and Joy and The Princess Bride, Mark Knopfler is 
best known as the singer and lead guitarist of this band, who had a string of hits from "Sultans of Swing" to 
"Heavy Fuel." 
Answer: Dire Straits  

2. The high water-mark of Dire Straits' popularity was this album, whose CD form was the first CD to sell a million 
copies. Famous songs from it include "Money For Nothing" and "Walk Of Life." 
Answer: Brothers In Arms  

3. Knopfler also wrote this hit song for Tina Turner; it served as the title track of her 1984 album that also included 
"What's Love Got To Do With It?" and "Better Be Good To Me." 
Answer: Private Dancer  

 


